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EDITORS’ NOTE
Fun and Games
Hint of the Week:

The Carl was established in 1999 as The
Carletonian’s biweekly arts and culture supplement.
It is published the Friday of second, fourth, sixth and
eight week.
Please send all inquiries, letters-to-the-editor, care
packages, etc. to:

The Carl / Carletonian Office
Sayles 210
300 North College Street
Northfield, MN 55057
all.things.carl@gmail.com

We remember four years ago, when we were
young and bright-nosed freshmen--ahh, the
cherubic cheeks we sported--walking into the
Carl office for the first time and feeling that
excitement of joining a like-minded community
of aesthetes, designers, writers and thinkers.
We didn’t know what we were doing or whether
we had even stumbled into the right office
(some of us thought we were actually joining
The Carl’s sister publication, The Carletonian ),
but our young selves were determined to carve
out our little piece of the Carleton dream.
That new spring time has come again all
across campus, and while three years have
elapsed, the scenes of new kids joining the
numerous little families on campus are the
same. Like flowers, first year students beginning to be fertilized by the Carleton bubble will
soon slough off their old ways of thinking, their
high school habits and their hard and fast sleep
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schedules.
So while they’re staying up late working on
their first three to five pagers, we hope that
besides soda and cheesy bread, they’ll have this
issue of The Carl to keep them company. The
number of laughs multiplied by unexpected
insights per square inch of layout is great.
The section we’re excited about most this
edition definitely is the expanded Cartoons section. The time spent creating the four comics
we’re lucky enough to publish is unthinkable,
for us at least. And not only are they absolutely
delcious to look at, they’re pretty clever, too.
Who ever said looks and brains were two mutually exclusive characteristics? We never did.
We hope you older kids enjoy it, too.
- Alex Sciuto, on behalf of the Executive
Editors
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THE TOP FIVE

Future Burt’s Bees Products

THE SCHILLOMETER
Bon Appétit Presents:
Sayles Hill Café Presénts:
Taqueria Burritós
Second and Division
Concrete Penis
Schadenfreude Déjà Vu

Vinayak Graffiti Painted Over;
Is Big Mo to Blame?

THE PHOTO POLL

Was it worth it?

“It was dark and I don’t
remember.”
Meeks Brucker ‘09

[Obnoxious chewing]
Ana Singh ‘11

“To be a NSW leader? It
was definitely worth it.”
Kate Conrad ‘11

“Throw down flip it and
reverse it? It got me here
didn’t it?”
Cat McMurtry ‘09
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“Indubitably.”
Kate Malecek ‘10

“It was cetainly worth it having a child who got into a
first rate college, now if only
he could make cheerleader.”
Melodie Gee (P Stephen ‘10)
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1. Line of Masculine Wine
Coolers
2. Lube-Honey
3. Organic Merkin
4. Chocolate Covered Bees
5. Campus Bookstores
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B
Poncho
(Andean
Preferable)

The
North Face
Fleece

Birkenstocks,
Open Toed

I

N G O

Kendo Stick

Pajama
Pants (To
Class?!)

Gender-neutral Haircut
(Hair Dye
Preferable)

Deep-V

Nose Piercing
(Ring
Preferable)

Short Shorts
and Boots
(Fur Trim
Preferable)

Presidential Debate
Drinking Game
McCain dies of a
heart attack... finish your drink!

Couple,
Making Out

College Hoodie
(Non-Carleton
LAC
Preferable)

Oversized
Headphones

McCain addresses
the audience as “my friends”... take a
shot!
Over-Excited
Frosh Buying
Eight Friday
Flowers for
New Friends

Co-op Tote

McCain swears to
follow someone to
the gates of hell...
finish your drink!

Every time McCain refuses a question
due to concerns about the economy...
finish your drink!
Every time your friend turns out to be a
republican... take three shots!

Blue “More
Fun ’08”
T-shirt

Track
Overalls

Leggings
(Bright Colors
Preferable)

Kid on
Phone with
Mom

Scruff

The word “change” is used... take a
sip! (Beware: extremely dangerous.)
Every time one of the candidates
thanks someone... take a sip!

Carleton Gym
Shorts, Hem
Skirting the
Knee

Obama Pin,
Large

Timbuktu
Messenger
Bag

Hollister,
Abercrombie
& Fitch,
Aeropostale
Screened T

Messy Bun
or Messy
Side-ponytail

by Lindsey Shaughnessy and Erinrose Mager
To play, just sit down in Sayles and grab a pen. Look around, and whenever you find
one of these items, mark it off on your card. People might look at you funny when you
shout “Bingo!” though. Hell, I would.

Every
time
Obama makes a
sexist comment...
take a shot!
Every
minute
Obama stoically
stares off into the
audience... take a
sip!

Fauxbituary: Sodexho
Sodexho, 30, died July 1st, 2007 in Northfield,
MN. It finally succumbed to a long struggle with
disgruntled students, faculty, and staff. Surviving
are card swipers Georgine, Ardy and Eloise.
Renowned for its generous portions of mediocre
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entrees--but glorious baked goods--Sodexho was
for many a rock. When you needed a quick piece of
fruit or some tea to go, Sodexho was there.
Succeeded by Bon Apetit. Many are left wondering: where has all the convenience gone?

The Carl Presents

T h e F u n & G a m e s P a ge
1
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Hidden in the
grid to your
right is a
common
barnyard animal. The numbers lining the
outer columns and rows of
the grid will give you the
clues you need to figure out
what type of animal is hidden. For each column and
row, the numbers on the
side give the number of consecutive black boxes filled
in. It’s a little confusing, so
we’ve filled in two rows to
give you a start.

Put your pencil down for a second.
You enjoy these games, don’t you.
They don’t come out of nowhere,
your fellow Carls are creating them!
Do you have a game, riddle, or puzzle you’ve made or thinking of making? E-mail them to sciutoa!

Carleton
Colors
Pull out the ole’
grade school box of
crayons and get coloring your own personal masterpiece

Cryptic Puzzle
Jonah Ostroff ‘08
Sharpen your spies,
rogues, and statesmen
skills by cracking this
cypher. The solution is
a seven-letter word. If
you need help, look at
the bottom of The Carl
masthead on page 2.
The Recreation Center
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Paint
By
Numbers

Parties to Hate Yourself To

The Freshman-Senior Party
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by Anne O’Gara
While not as time honored of a tradition as
Rotblatt, “Like a Prayer” or even the New
Student Week Sayles Dance, the introductory
show of upperclassmen hospitality remains relevant, despite its absence in
recent years, by combining the
best elements of each. Where
there are slightly inebriated,
partially clothed first-year hotties, so will there be a group of
upperclassmen fueling/judging
the fire. For those of you who
missed it, Saturday, Sept. 20
was the Class of 2012’s
Freshmen-Senior Party.
In the interest of full disclosure, I should share that
this particular sweaty gathering took place at my home. I
can assure you, though, that
this could not possibly have
made me hate this party any
less. You see, I don’t really
like parties, which should
make this term’s party reviews a gay old time.
The first timid freshman arrived, and like

St. Patrick leading the snakes out of Ireland,
was quickly followed by 40 or so others. Good
for them. A note: the advice you’ve received
about not arriving at parties in large groups is

to enjoy themselves, as they should have, with
free beer and the best tasting jungle juice I’ve
had in some years. As for the upperclassmen, I
don’t know how much fun this party could have
ever been for you. For some
of you, watching those two
kids make out for two hours
straight might have been
worth the pain of forcing
conversation with people you
don’t know or avoiding it
with those you don’t like.
However, the crowd was
thick, drinks were provided,
and although the speakers
didn’t quite live up to expectations, I hope you all got
sufficiently down.
If you’d like your party
reviewed--I’ll be nicer when
it isn’t my own--send me an
email the day before (girl’s
Photo credit: Lindsey Shaughnessy gotta PLAN). Also, any information about the single blue
cup I found Sunday morning would be greatly
good—heed it.
The younger attendees of the party seemed appreciated.

“Seventy girls, one cup.”

On the Street... Northfield, MN
by Erinrose Mager and Lindsey Shaughnessy

These mandals paired with traditional Asian-wear make for an outfit worthy of the Sartorialist.

Turning crosswalks into catwalks.
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We want to listen, too.

No fixie necessary.

POST-ABROAD
DISILLUSIONMENT
There is nothing that will give you a perspective on
the Carleton social/dating scene like spending
some time in the real world. Having been away
from home and lived in foreign cities for almost
five months, I got my fair share of “testing the
waters.” And although the real world waters are
murky, dirty, and at times bottomless, they provide
more insight on real-life dating than the chlorinesaturated, five foot-deep pool of Carleton. Sure,
we all have a set of characteristics that we look for
in a potential significant other, but, believe it or
not, there are some qualities other than “tall, dark,
and handsome” or just plain “hot” that will likely
matter to you more if you want to sustain functional relationships post-college.

Disillusionment #1: The Totes Awesome,
Incredibly Cool and I Daresay Popular Guy/Girl:
You may harbor the silly illusion that there are no
“cool” people in college. However, the size of this
institution lends itself particularly well to a rigidly
structured hierarchy – Mean Girls style. Of course,
at Carleton we have to be way more P.C. about it,
and come up with elaborate naming systems to
avoid facing the truth. Words like jocks and nerds
have been carefully replaced with athletes and
intellectuals. This is not to say that there are not
plenty of people who float between groups, but
there are plenty of others who don’t. So, as Carls,
we have not really dealt with a lack of cool people
– but we will post-graduation. At least the qualities that will make someone “cool” will change
drastically. The real-world hotties are not pumping

iron at the Rec, or serenading girls with emo songs
at the Cave, but hosting stock club meetings in
upper Sayles. Furthermore, some especially “awesome” people decided that their virtues (which
usually start and end with looks) can afford to be
overly cocky or downright mean. Note: although
some of these people can get by on others’ admiration, in the real world, they tend to turn into just
another jerk, a title that is less than distinguishing.
In fact, being charming, friendly, and curious
tends to work way better on the opposite gender,
whether you’re in college or a nursing home.
Shocking, isn’t it?
Disillusion #2: The Constant Boozer: Even as
upperclassmen we repeatedly rely on liquor to
make up for our lack of social graces. Some of us
even really think that chugging five Milwaukee’s
Bests before a party will help our conversations
sparkle, and more importantly get us some ass.
Another great thing about Carleton is that unless
you’re stupid, the worst thing that can happen is
you’ll have to spend the next however many terms
avoiding the person in whose Burton triple you
woke up in the nude. On the other hand, in the
real world, any potential danger of meeting a
stranger is highly increased by inebriation. But,
danger aside, if you meet a hottie and spend the
next hour telling them about that time that you
were just as drunk and vomited on your ex’s brand
new Rolling Stones shirt, you’ve lost your opportunity. The chances of you encountering this person
again, let alone redeeming yourself in their eyes,
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Quiet floor, loud shoes.

by Sasha Korobova
are slim to none. Thus, staying relatively sober, or
at least not relying on booze for social courage, is
a good trait to develop and watch for in a mate.
Disillusion #3: The Super Student: Sure, good
grades are great, and being involved in Carleton
life is emotionally and socially beneficial. And yes,
we all admire Suzy, who is in seven Ebony dances,
an RA, a Career Assistant, the Humane Society
Program Organizer, and bakes cookies with the
floor on Sunday afternoons, or Bobby, the tri-sport
athlete, who is also a Chem grader, Writing
Assistant and head of the chess club – but beware.
Many Bobbies and Suzies fail to realize that to the
real-world, being on the head of the Rotblatt committee is less than distinguishing. At some point,
whether we like it or not, we’re going to have to
grow out of our college hyper-involved-in-any-andevery-organization-that-sends-you-an-email selves.
Let’s face it: while at Carleton both you and your
significant other can be in the same activities, or
at least live close enough to always sleep over, in
the real world you’re not going to get any, let alone
have friends, if you’re in fifteen book clubs and
your girlfriend/boyfriend lives on the other side of
town. Plus, unfortunately, book clubs don’t pay
their members – jobs do. So, watch out for that
person who is injecting caffeine to make it to their
17th meeting of the day, or you may find yourself
to be another activity penciled in their Lagniappe
from 3-4 p.m. every Thursday.
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Good in black and white, great in
color, perfect in 3-D.

The Countdown

Numbering the days till big things happen.
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days until Mark Mallman at The Cave.

0

If Billy Joel was injected with space-steroids,
he might sound something like Mark Mallman.
The Minneapolis musician treats his keyboard
like a star cruiser and specializes in over-thetop power pop. Mallman’s made a few trips to
The Cave over the past several years, and
boasts one of the most memorable performances of the venue’s ‘05-’06 schedule.
Tonight, 10 p.m.

days until it has been exactly 100 years since the Cubs won the World Series.

18

Let’s just put it this way: even John
McCain doesn’t remember a Cubs World
Series victory, and the Model T had
been produced for a total of two weeks
when this happened. This year the
Cubs are contending, but if they stay
true to form they’ll choke yet again,
making their fans miserable and the rest

of us even more miserable for having to listen to them.
Keep in mind the Cubs last WS win happened on Dwight
Eisenhower’s 18th birthday, 18 years before Winnie
the Pooh was published, 19 years before Roger
Moore’s birth, 31 years before Ralph Lauren’s, and,
most importantly, exactly 70 years before Usher was
born. Cubs fans: get your markers and posterboard
ready to make more “Maybe next year” signs.

days until Schiller’s 350th year begins.

45

The late, great, and much-beloved-by-Carls
German philosopher Friedrich Schiller was born
November 10, 1759; feel free to celebrate his
birthday however you feel is appropriate.

days until Quantum of Solace opens in theatres.

49

For his follow-up to 2006’s Casino Royale ,
director Martin Campbell is trying something unprecedented: actual narrative continuity between Bond films. Quantum of
Solace picks up where the previous movie
left off, with a cheezed-off James Bond Daniel Craig, also returning- still upset that
someone murdered his girlfriend. From the

looks of the trailer, Campbell is trying harder to emulate the Jason Bourne films than
he is past Bond movies, but maybe that’s
not such a bad thing; movie-goers could
probably do without another Die Another
Day . November 14, 2008. (This is also the
same day Carleton was founded, 142 years
ago.)

months until the end of the world.
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You’ve got time to complete two more terms of college, have
two-thirds of a baby, or, if you’re eating champion Joey
Chestnut, potentially eat 1,285,200 hot dogs. After that,
the Large Hadron Collider will be fixed and restarted, leading to a black hole swallowing the Earth in a vacuum sometime in March or April 2009. It is important to note, though,
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that this is the soonest the apocalypse could happen--our
money is on a series of small problems with the collider
postponing it being fired up until December 21, 2012, when
it will coincide with the end of the Mayan calendar and we’ll
have a double-whammy that makes the extinction of the
dinosaurs look as insignificant as Steak Night.

A Northfield Family Photo
Album: Jesse James Days
We knew that Northfield was game for anything
when we heard a waffle bar was starting up, open
till 2 a.m . Still, we at The Carl weren’t sure
what to expect when we invited Jesse James
Days attendants to document their time at the
festival for us. In an idea stolen outright from a
page on the Internet, Carl staffers taped a disposable camera to a public bench, along with a
sign urging folks to shoot away. The result is our
first-ever photo essay, made possible by everyone who was willing to pick up the camera.
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Curated by Greg Hunter and Lindsey Shaughnessy
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I Wanna Be Like Water:

The Carl : Are there older Silver Jews songs,
ones you recorded before Tanglewood Numbers
or the first tour, that have taken on a new life
now that you've been regularly playing them
live?
David Berman: In “Horseleg Swastikas,” I say,
"I wanna be like water." Every night I wear a
polyester suit and sweat all the way through
until every bit of fabirc is drenched. By the
time I come to this song I have to admit that
even my most meager dreams have come to be.
C: The second tour has been going on for several months now. How does it compare to the
first?
D: People don't shield me as much. I get on the
stage and every percentage of me is focused on
entertainment or expression. To a great degree
I've managed to kill the self-conciousness that
holds a lot of us back from doing the things
that could set us free.
C: In an interview with [music and comics blog]
Cable & Tweed , you said that your previous
albums "prefer" Lookout Mountain, Lookout
Sea , in the sense that they wanted to be like it,
and that "preferring the first records means
misunderstanding them." Can you elaborate on
that, or describe how LMLS is the culmination
of all the Silver Jews albums to date?

fronting Silver Jews? (Is there a stable
approach to songwriting, idea of American,
etc?)
D: This is definitely a critic’s job but I
see themes driving images on forklifts
around the imagination’s lot.
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David Berman released his first album as
frontman of the indie-country band Silver Jews
in 1994. Since then, he has recorded five others (including this year’s Lookout Mountain,
Lookout Sea ), conquered substance abuse
problems, and become known as one of
America’s greatest living lyricists. Berman first
began playing Silver Jews material on tour in
2006, and, the band is currently touring for the
second time in support of LMLS . Berman
recently spoke with The Carl in anticipation of
the Silver Jews’ October 8 show at Minneapolis’
Triple Rock Social Club.

An Interview with David
Berman by Greg Hunter

C: Both LMLS and Tanglewood
Numbers opened with songs that
don't sound like the others you've
written. Six albums in, how
important is it for you to surprise
your listeners, or to create these
songs that depart from form?
D: Obviously I have a need to be
more than what the SJs "are,"
keeping. But that need gets fulfilled
within one song or two. In both cases
I started those albums in a way that
clearly demarked the temporary opening
of a foreign reality in your ears. They are
like mezuzahs. They alert the listener that a
certain line is being crossed from the first seconds of both records, and attention must be
paid.
C: LMLS and Tanglewood Numbers both have
cleaner, fuller production than the first four
albums, and it's tempting for listeners to hear
in a more polished album a loss of authenticity. In having records that sound so clear, with
more articulated instrumentation, you risk losing the mystique you may have had with an
album like Starlite Walker , which sounded
murkier. Do you have any reaction to this associating of murkiness and lower-fidelity recording with a sort of realness? (Can you empathize,
or does it seem totally misguided?)

D: My writing is usually just interacting with
the genius of the ordinary, which is difficult to
see, but incredibly compelling, a reversal of the
order of magic. I'm not prepared to draw the
connections that form the pyramid, topped by
LMLC , right now.

D: I used to make those arguments, but only in
defense, in rationalizing the early tapes’ validity. Anybody that has been paying attention
knows that you can use a computer to sound
"lo-fi." It's simply a style choice, no longer a
taboo. The idea of lo-fi has been institutionalized for the last few years. In the mean time, I
like my records to sound good. But I only shoot
for medium polished. The kind of vapidness
you're talking about is usually managed into
existence by the band or management’s status
anxiety.

C: What elements of writing or recording have
been the most consistent throughout your time

C: How much input have you typically had over
the production of your records?
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D: I think if I keep making music I will turn to
this subject more and more.
C: Among a particular set of people, the statements you make onstage or in interviews are
going to be heavily analyzed and reproduced.
The comments you made to Pitchfork about
Radiohead, for instance, were heavily blogged
about and picked up by virtually every other
alternative music website within hours. How
aware are you of that, when speaking, writing or
performing, and how has it affected you?
D: I'm only aware of the strangeness of how
simple statements that reject the guarded
beliefs of music critics, cause some anger. I
don't want to poke against that too much but
I'm trying to explode some groupthink assumption (that the success of Radiohead is limiting
to the whole of rock).
C: How do you find yourself using the internet,
either as a musician or a music listener?
I print out a lot of guitar tabs. I haven’t downloaded a track yet. I got a LastFm thing going
but I don't know what I’m supposed to do with
it. I need to find a helper to help me. Perhaps
a winter internship will be in the offering.
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The Real World
of Child Labor
by Sasha Korobova
I have been abroad pretty much twice. Once
living in a foreign country for months, once in
a foreign city, and, in both cases living in the
so-called post-collegiate world. I came back
full of experience yet determined to fully enjoy
and embrace the fantasy land of Carleton,
where your biggest worry is getting a good
grade on your term-paper, not whether you’ll
make it home safely.
However, one thing that both Carleton
and my abroad experience confirmed to me is
that the world out there is one of opportunity.
Our options are both wide and deep, and we are
here, at one of the nation’s best institutions
preparing for the dangerous and scary, yet wonderful and exciting world. As students of
Carleton we rarely realize our vulnerability or
truly question our prospects. But what if we
were stripped of both our safety and future?
What would our world look like?
This is precisely the question that David L.
Parker attempts to answer in his collection
entitled: Before their Time: The World of Child
Labor . Parker is a physician and photographer
who travels and documents the world. This
exhibit, currently on display at the library,

showcases black-and-white photos of child
workers from India, Nicaragua, Morocco, and
other developing countries. Most children in
the photos are young, surely under fifteen-–yet
the work in which they are engaged is certainly
adult.
There are welders, brick workers, carpet
weavers, and sex workers. I can barely fathom
how difficult the work of a pumice miner is, but
seeing a child half my age working as a miner
is certainly sobering. We live in a world of supposed opportunity, but there are millions who
will never even know the meaning of the word.
While we complain about having to fulfill gym
requirements, ten-year-old girls are sleeping
with men four times their age. We are frustrated by the limited major options, while young
boys around the world collect garbage, make
bricks, and shine shoes for pennies.
Considering the artistic merit of the photos
is almost too difficult, as the subject is so
heavy. But the photos are certainly honest, as
the eyes of the workers hauntingly, sadly,
almost beautifully stare from each piece at the
viewer. These children seem to have come to
terms with their lives, while we seldom take a
moment to really appreciate what we have here.
Parker’s exhibit is meant to complement the
common reading for the class of ’12: Pietra
Rivoli’s The Travels of a T-Shirt in the Global
Economy . I have not read the book, but I
strongly recommend the show to anyone and
everyone on campus. Spirit, energy, and optimism are integral to us as we prepare to enter
the turmoil in the world today, but every now
and then a sobering dose of realism can’t hurt.

Three Poems about John Wayne Gacy’s Crawlspace
by Anonymous
On the Outside

Below and Above

On the Inside

Brick and mortar brick and mortar
Line by line by line
Stretch out over the square white door
Hiding my treasure, a younger time
White, so white, so red

The dirt so dead so soft and fertile
Yields at my every touch.
My friend he must join my family below
Goodbye, dear Clown, he calls,
Farewell my Pogo Pogo!

The black dirt sinks under my feet
As if on velvet, dark-sweet velvet
The air, so pungent so raw,
Clings like a womb enfolding us in
The sweet and pulpy perfume:

The little brass key
Warm in my hand
Slides into the little black hole
Making small talk as it turns
Swip, click swap, click click

Now I must rest, I am never alone
All my friends who I’ve kissed
Are so delightfully near
They sleep underneath me
While I am in my bed, up here.

Of skins reborn and expiring breaths
Of frayed cords and damp wooden boards
Of the tender caress,
Then the blow and the plunge
And now this pleasant respite

The oiled gray hinges
Stop all the chatter
And I lay down my friend in peace
Inside my private clown playroom
Mine, mime mine, mime mine

My pets loved me they did
It was in their expressions
And in their soft, subtle sounds.
I have guilt of just one indiscretion:
Running my own burial ground.

I wipe off my mask
Smearing the blue black and red
As I rub, rub my face on his shirt
His chest is too hard, his skin blistered
And loose. Now is the time to depart.
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Pro/Con:Twilight
Take a Bite Out of Twilight
My English major sensibilities are often
offended by the list of current bestsellers, but
when a book comes along that people can’t
stop talking about, I have to read it. Following
the crowd, so to speak, has not always been a
good thing - I still cringe at the memory of
reading a Nicholas Sparks book because a
friend told me it was “soooooo good.” So, I
approached Stephanie Meyer’s vampire sensation, Twilight , with both excitement (who
doesn’t love a good vampire romance?) and
hesitation. To my
own surprise, I was
immediately sucked
in and blown away.
Expecting Anne Rice,
I got something more
like Nora Roberts,
only better, because
the typical whiny,
capricious, pseudoindependent heroine
wasn’t some grown
woman who should
know better, but a
silly high school girl
who obviously can’t.
Twilight’s plot is
basic:
angsty
teenage girl falls in
love with the most
beautiful boy in the
s c h o o l .
Unfortunately, he’s
not human. But it’s
all
ok
because
smokin’ hot vampire,
Edward, loves angsty
outsider, Bella, too.
Not only does he love
her, but he wants
her; not in the sexy,
want-your-body way,
but in the vampire,
suck-your-blood kind
of way, which proves to be slightly problematic for their relationship. Drama ensues as
Bella gets more and more caught up in this
little-known vampire world.
Is the story ridiculous? Of course, but the fast

pace of the emotionally driven plot is captivating. A dark and edgy energy permeates the
novel from page one, and the most compelling
aspect of Twilight , Edward and Bella’s dangerous and often melodramatic romance, is candylike in its allure: too much will make you sick.
But Twilight is the perfect serving size.

These Vampires Suck
by Kristen Asp
When the first Twilight trailer popped up on
YouTube this summer and the local bookstore
hosted a late-night, Harry Potter-style release
party for the
n
e
w
Stephenie
Meyers novel,
I had to see
what all the
fuss
was
about. What
could
make
better
summer reading
for a vampire
lover than a
book about a
lover who is a
vampire? As it
turns
out,
almost
anything.
Twilight is
narrated
in
the first person by Bella,
a teen whose
inner voice is
as sarcastic,
shallow, and
insecure
as
Stephenie
Meyers must
imagine her
teenage audience to be.
It’s not the fact that Bella is unpleasant that
bothered me, but that Meyers doesn’t use her
unpleasantness in any constructive way. It’s
as if she has no idea she created a monster.
Bella sort of reminds me of the title character
on the TV show Daria , but more hysterical and
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without the edge. Or critical thinking skills.
Actually, all Bella ever thinks about is a boy at
her school, Edward Cullen.
Granted, as Meyers spends most of the novel
reminding us, Edward is a smokin’ hottie. He
has the body of a Grecian statue. His eyes are
gold. His skin is flawless. His reflexes are
amazing. He runs faster than a speeding bullet
and lifts motor vehicles and wrestles pumas.
He functions as a sort of supernatural football
player, hanging out with a select group of beautiful people at school and giving Bella someone
to moon over. Edward doesn’t really have anything else to recommend himself to Bella,
since he spends the first half of the book glowering at or ignoring her, but that’s apparently
all she needs to spend several pages at a time
thinking things like this:
“Ohmygawd, who’s that hot guy over there?
Was he looking over here? I swear, he was totally looking at me. Don’t look! Ohmygawd, did he
see you looking?”
Here’s where I spoil the surprise: Edward
was looking at Bella! Oh. My. God. And, they
get together. Why? Edward finally accepts
Bella’s persistent overtures because he is a
vampire and she smells like a freakin’ vampire
chocolate brownie. It certainly wasn’t Bella’s
sparkling personality, though Edward keeps
asking her questions about herself in a futile
attempt to uncover a pleasant aspect of her
character. We learn that Edward, though a perfect specimen of masculinity, is boring and
occasionally abusive. He sneaks in a plug for
creationism for good ‘ole Stephenie, who then
writes about absolutely nothing for several hundred pages until the climax, during which the
co-dependent heroine is unconscious and must
have Edward explain it to her after its resolution. What?!
So Twilight sucked. Now I know why it’s a
bestseller. It is the quintessential erotic novel
for adolescent schoolgirls, with enough pages
to last a long time, a writing style simplistic
enough for the light of brain, a topic supernatural enough to deviate from the average
Harlequin, and the complete absence of any
sort of actual sexual, scientific, or social content that could ever offend the average parent
and/or guardian.
None of this, by the way, will stop me from
seeing the Twilight movie. That guy who played
Cedric Diggory is playing Edward, and he is a
babe.
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by Mandy Zoch

This season’s new Harry Potter is Stephenie Meyer’s vampire
series. With a film on the way, two Carls just couldn’t resist
picking up Twilight.
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The Influential Book
You Haven’t Read:

The Master
and Margarita

Five Graphic Novels to Prevent
Dark Knight Withdrawal
by Greg Hunter

by Noah Sapse
One day in the park, two members of the
Soviet literary elite come upon a man of mischief. They fervently defend their "enlightened" atheistic view of the new Soviet Regime
to this mysterious "Dr. Woland," and go off to
their destinations. From here begins one of
the most raucous, poignant, and ironic novels
of the early 20th century, and what is
arguably the funniest novel from a Russian
author ever to be translated into English. (Or
at least one of the few non-depressing ones.)
Drawing from a rich cast of characters
including the aforementioned Woland (later
revealed to be Satan, the actual Prince of
Darkness), an elite Soviet poet known as
"Homeless," the mysterious "Master," and
even Pontius Pilate, Mikhail Bulgakov's The
Master and Margarita is in the rich tradition of
absurdism. The plot of the novel itself
exhibits a level of wit clearly linking it to this
literary lineage: the devil comes to Moscow to
terrorize a city which in its new atheism has
forgotten not only of the existence of God, but
of the punishments religion has written out for
the decadence and sin which have come to be
commonplace. Within the brilliant irony of
Moscow's citizens being punished by forces
they refuse to believe exist, Bulgakov manages to weave in not only scathing commentary on the opulence, cronyism, and hypocrisy
of Soviet culture, but also a touching love
story, as well as a surprisingly positive view of
human nature.
Though Bulgakov wrote his novel over
eighty years ago, it's a work that still feels as
fresh and appropriate in today's world of
bureaucracy as the works of writers like
Camus. If you're in the mood for a fresh and
original portrayal of the Devil, a meditation on
the farcical nature of humanity, or simply a
(literally) bloody good time, then pick up The
Master and Margarita . If you're not moved to
think, you will laugh, and if you don't laugh
you'll at least find out that not all Russian
Literature is as dark and brooding as
Dostoevsky.

Suppose you loved The Dark Knight , saw it
three times, and need something to hold you
over until the DVD comes out. Problem is,
you’ve never picked up a comic, and you don’t
know where to start. The bad news is that a lot
of junk was produced in the last seventy years.
The good news is that occasionally, some pretty brilliant stuff came out too.

Batman: Year One
Frank Miller’s crazy, but before he went
crazy, he wrote some really good Batman stories. Batman: Year One is a re-envisioning of
the character’s origin that heavily influenced
Batman Begins . The storytelling is straightforward but note-perfect--Miller finds an ideal
balance between gothic atmospherics and hardboiled crime fiction. Written by Frank Miller,
illustrated by David Mazzucchelli.
Batman: The Killing Joke
In 1988, Watchmen and V For Vendetta
writer Alan Moore devised his thesis on what
created the Joker, and The Killing Joke is one
of the definitive Batman-Joker stories. It’s a
short read but an affecting one, and fans of
Heath Ledger’s take on the character will find
both a new interpretation of the Joker and striking resemblances to villain of The Dark Knight .
Written by Alan Moore, illustrated by Brian
Bolland.
Batman: Arkham Asylum
Dweebs stampede to the comics rack every
time an issue of Grant Morrison’s monthly
Batman series arrives, but Arkham Asylum ,
Morrison’s first Batman story, might still be his
definitive take on the character. The story,
which features Batman running a gauntlet of
villains during a hostage situation, is up there
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with The Dark Knight in its willingness to present more extreme and unsettling versions of the
usual rogues gallery. Dave McKean’s nightmarish mixed-medium art sets the tone.
Written by Grant Morrison, illustrated by Dave
McKean.

Batman: The Dark Knight Returns
With the exception of Watchmen , it is the
most important superhero story of the last 25
years. Frank Miller’s story of a fifty-something
Batman coming out of retirement is layered,
morally ambiguous, and features more “Holy
shit” moments per page than anything else on
this list. Its climax (no spoilers) also serves as
the last word in a longstanding comics nerd
debate. Written and illustrated by Frank Miller .
Batman: The Long Halloween
Long Halloween writer Jeph Loeb is currently a whipping boy for comic bloggers, but
his murder mystery/Two-Face origin story is a
fun read, crammed with lots of twists and gratuitous villain cameos. Thanks to Tim Sale’s
expressive artwork and moody color palette, it’s
one of the best-looking Batman stories around,
too. Written by Jeph Loeb, illustrated by Tim
Sale .
Addendum: After the completion of this piece,
it was discovered that the five titles above are
also the top five “Batman” book search results
at Amazon.com. This means that you could
have saved yourself some time and went directly online instead of reading this list, but it also
means that I could have saved myself some
time and went online instead of thinking for so
long about what the fifth item would be. We’re
in the same boat, is what I’m saying.

WELCOME

Andrew Tatge
Andreas Stoehr

It’s a Summer Blockbuster
Brainbuster!
by Andrew Tatge and Andreas Stoeher
We reviewed five successful movies of the summer. Can you guess which review goes to which
movie?
1. The theater was filled with depressed,
unfunny silence as I waited for this adaptation
of a ‘60s sitcom to end. Honestly, Alan Arkin
and Terence Stamp must have better things to
do. From the director of Nutty Professor II and
the far superior Tommy Boy .
2. This romantic comedy brings back many of
the director’s old themes such as the caprices
of love and the difficulties of a happy ending.
Penelope Cruz is great, but Rebecca Hall really
stands out as a woman who must choose
between passion and reliability.
3. Primarily a satire of the Hollywood film
industry, though it is accompanied by action
sequences. The real conflict is not how to get
home, but how the roles we play influence who
we are and how we are treated, an area in
which the star-director probably has a great
deal of experience.
4. This is a technically masterful, but morally
fuzzy film that may or may not be a metaphor
for a slew of contemporary issues. Often overlooked are the reinterpretations of sequences
from the 1989 interpretation, such as a game
of chicken and climaxes in tall, dark, buildings
filled with goons.
5. The desolation portrayed in the first half is
more touching and realistic than the soft characters and colors of the second half, which
inevitably ends on an positive note. The film is
still extremely rewarding as a comedy,
romance, and tribute to earlier films in its
genre(s).

by Andreas Stoehr
“It’s the body! The woman’s body was all
wrong!” What’s better than one Jeremy Irons?
Two Jeremy Ironses, as Beverly and Elliot
Mantle,
twin
gynecologists
in
David
Cronenberg’s 1988 psycho-horror film Dead
Ringers . Bev’s addiction to a variety of meds
leads him to see women as mutants whose bodies require innovative new surgical tools – and
it’s up to Elliot to sort things out as they both
spiral into codependence. No giant insects or
psychic head explosions here, but still a thick
layer of horror.
Pioneering black director William Greaves
films two actors enacting a poorly-written
scene. Someone else films him. A third man
films the entire scene. Then the crew gets
together to tell Greav es what they think of his
ideas; this makes up a large part of the final
movie.
Documentary?
Fiction?
This
is
Symbiopsychotaxiplasm (1968), an unusual
glimpse into the process of filmmaking.
Having seen three of his films, I now believe
that French director Henri-Georges Clouzot is,
to quote Sweet Smell of Success , “a cookie full
of arsenic.” Quai des orfevres was a mildly
straightforward murder mystery nonetheless
permeated with guilt and suspicion. The Wages
of Fear – his best-known film – was one of the
greatest thrillers of all time, as four men drive
two trucks of volatile nitroglycerin down a
bumpy South American road; it oozes with the
unfairness of life and what men will do for a
greasy buck. And Le Corbeau is an acidic little
film in which an anonymous citizen starts
spreading rumors (of theft, adultery, abortion)
about the inhabitants of a small French town,
sparking one witch hunt after another. In these
trenchant films, Clouzot repeatedly nails the
dark side of the human condition.
Overheard after screening of One Flew Over
the Cuckoo’s Nest : “So that’s what started Jack
Nicholson’s career? I don’t know what people
see in him. All bald and smiling...” Also, shortly after rewatching the movie, I realized how
closely the plot lines up to The Wizard of Oz .
Just like Star Wars . Rebel enters a strange, surreal land controlled by an evil woman but, with
the help of unusual and flawed friends, manages to overcome her tyranny (sort of) and
escape to “home.” (The black boys are the
winged monkeys [sorry], Cheswick, Billy, and
the Chief are the Scarecrow, Tin Man, and
Cowardly Lion...)
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The Fall: A Review
by Andrew Tatge
Tarsem, the director of The Fall , revealed in
interviews that as soon as he found the child
actress to play the role of Alexandria, a young
immigrant girl with a broken arm, he had to
begin filming before her command of English;
self consciousness in front of a camera; or conception of others performing roles, developed.
Lee Pace (whom Tarsem presented to his cast
and crew as an authentic paraplegic until all
sequences with him in bed were filmed) plays
Roy Walker, a stuntman that has recently
become paraplegic and heartbroken. As a
result, there are a handful of moments inside
the hospital that flourish. When Roy’s patience
and Alexandria’s ability to express herself are
challenged, silences and repetitions emerge
that are as authentic as they are rewarding.
To get access to the apothecary’s cabinet,
Roy spins a yarn for Alexandria, interrupting
the plot whenever he has an item for her to
retrieve. During these stories, we are presented
with exorbitant imagery and intentionally overimportant narration. The dialogue of characters
within Roy’s adventure story is not natural or
nuanced, but the story within a story device
cleverly uses this to add humor, reveal Roy’s
attitude, and help hide what might otherwise
be an overtly mediocre dialogue.
Like Alexandria, we spend most of the film
wishing we could spend more time in the picturesque world that Pace narrates and
Alexandria envisions. The scenes in the hospital could probably be trimmed shorter, but this
heightens our anticipation and satisfaction
when we return to Roy’s story.
The third act of the film is introduced with
a wonderfully delirious sequence before we
reach a manipulatively tragic climax of Roy’s
story, which functions to move and depress the
characters and the audience, if only to remind
us that this suicidal man is, indeed, very
depressed.
Despite some rough or shallow spots in the
plot, the film has magnificent enough music,
visuals, and mechanics to warrant viewing.
Those not moved by the story and its spectacle
of sight and sound (which might be difficult)
can puzzle over the film’s parting question: if
looking to the screen has given us the opportunity to create and share grandiose stories better than ever before, did we lose something
when we stopped closing our eyes and using
our imagination?
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to the new Carl Cinema section. As this year’s
co-editors, we hope to lead this section into a
new era of film criticism and analysis. And for
anyone with an interest in movies or writing
about them, feel free to send your articles to
tatgean or stoehra. Thank you for reading, and
keep watching the movies.

Confessions of a
Celluloid Junkie

MAKANDO Z
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Graphic vignettes brought
to you by Carleton’s very
own Caitlin Magnusson,
Narula
Bilik,
Jenna
MacKrell, Jacob Canfield
and Shilpa Rao.

Narula Bilik
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